Shropshire and Powys Advanced Riders
Minutes of Committee meeting 16th June 2021 by Zoom

1

Item

Minutes

Actions

Attendance

Robert Hall, Helen Parker, Ken Swinton, David Rogers
Charles Bridgeman, Robin Padgett

2

Apologies

3

Minutes of previous
meeting and matters
arising.

Tina Kelly, Simon Plevin, Kevin Fletcher
Earlier Meetings
Membership A few non responders to calls to update records and Rob to speak with Stuart and tutors
once we are up and running.

Ongoing

April Meeting
Bill said RoADAR website we are listed as West Mids and Wales, on one we are listed as Advanced the
other we are just riders. Yorkshire call themselves advanced. Rob to contact Amy.

Robin asked if we sorted out the donation for Bob’s funeral. Ken went to the funeral, it was a nice
service. Ken said we are sending a donation to Severn Hospice for £100 and Ken will speak to David to
organise this.
4

Chairman

Rob said congratulations to Kevin for Level 3 instructors award with RoSPA. There is an article in Care on
the road with Kevin’s group.
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Rob to Contact Amy about
our title containing the
word advanced DONE
Ken to speak to David to
organise donation DONE

RoSPA insurance emails were queried by many groups as we had no renewal certificate, many groups
said they would not ride out without confirmation. We are covered by the BMF for our purposes.
Insurance has now come through.
Neil asked about accreditation but Rob assured him it was extended by a year because of Covid.
5

Secretary

6

Clothing

7

Training Officer

Nothing to report

Ken nothing sold this year. Tutors HiViz has gone to Robin to distribute.

Robin
5 on waiting list
14 on holding 1
10 active tutors
11 associates in tutoring

The assessment day, 11 people turned up and Robin thanked the tutors who turned up to do the
assessments. Honda sold two bikes and 8 or 9 road tests.
Rob said that he is aware of Andrew Harrison who wants to be a tutor and Stuart will speak to him.
8

Publicity

Kevin not in meeting. Kevin was trying to get our assessment day at Honda into Care on the road

9

Treasurer

Year end accounts have gone to the accountants. This won’t be looked at until the end of June.
Bank account had £8800 at end of April and currently have just over £9000 in the bank.
Stuart has asked for the new Roadcraft book for tutors at £144.
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10 Membership
secretary

Not at the meeting

11 Monthly ride outs

First rideout at the beginning of June with 15 riders. We did about 130 miles, there were a number of
new faces. It was a good thing, nobody got lost. Tim was tail end Charlie and did a good job.

We couldn’t access the stats.

We have a potential offer for the July rideout leader.
Hugh Trevor Jones has offered to lead August.
12 Social media

Simon was not at the meeting so no update on Facebook.
Ken said we had an issue with some software on the website and some people had trouble getting in. Ken
has sorted this.

13 Social events

Its been a long time since we had a mid week curry and Charles suggested that we have maybe a
Wednesday evening meet for a meal. It was agreed to wait until we know more about easing of
restrictions so we can all sit together.

14 AOB

None

Meeting closed at 19.30 hours

Next meeting 21st July 21 at 7pm by Zoom.

Signed........................................................................
Chairman`
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Date: .....................................................................

